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Note  :  This  question  paper  consists  of  three  parts  :  Part  –  A,  Part-B  and  Part-C.   Number  of  words  to
answer each question is only indicative.  Attempt all parts.
Part–A contains 05 compulsory questions of multiple choice/fill in the blank/very short answer type
question.  Answer all questions.  Each question carries 01 mark. (5x1=5 marks)

Part-B contains 08 questions of which students are required to answer 05 questions.  Answer each
question in approximately 200 words.  Each question carries 04 marks. (5x4=20 marks)
Part-C contains 02 questions of which students are required to answer 01 question.  Answer each
question in approximately 500 words.  Each question carries 10 marks. (1x10=10 marks)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Part-A	
Question:	1:	
	
	

i. Presentations differ from speeches because in presentation we have__________.

 a) Specialized content b) Unique content

c) Specialized audience d) Special purpose

ii.  The basic function of communication is_____________.

a) To spread rumours

b) To spread anxiety and hopelessness

c) To Indulge in gossip and eavesdropping
d) To transfer knowledge, information, emotions and ideas etc.

iii.  A good presenter utilizes his nervousness and anxiety as a stimulus to fuel his ________.

a) Sloth b) Weariness c) Avarice d) Enthusiasm

iv.   A speech in which things are explained stepwise is known as ____________.

a) Expository speech b) Political speech

c) Process speech d) Incoherent speech

v. When data related to the caste, language, gender and religion of audience is be collected
upfront we call it_____________.

a) Chronological information b) Psychological information

c) Socio political information d) Demographic information
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Part- B

2. Define communication and its various functions.

3. Write a short note on the different strategies of reading.

4. What do you understand by persuasive speech?

5. What does an orator do in order to influence thinking of his audience?

 6.  For what purposes are interviews held?  Give examples.

7. Name the steps used while planning a presentation?

8. What do you understand by the term non-fiction?

9.   How does critical writing differ from creative writing?

Part-C

10.  Define public speaking with reference to its informative and persuasive functions?

11.  Write a detailed note on critical thinking, critical reading and critical writing.
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